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Ornamental details on the buildings
add an interesting dimension
to the campus. Everyone is aware of

at Rice

these features, but they often escape
close scrutiny because they are visible only at a distance or because they

are off the beaten path. To bring these
sculptures into closer focus, we have

devoted some space in this report to
a few- a mere fraction -of the stone
carvings that contribute to the
of the campus.

charm

The capitals of the stout columns
along the cloister of Lovett Hall
have historical figures carved on
four sides -this stonework, like
all the carvings on Lovett. being
the work of Oswald Lassig and
his helpers. This face is of the

Norwegian mathematician
Sophus Lie.

A stylized carving of a pair of
male peacocks, located in the
cloister between Lovett Hall and
the Physics Building, is one of the
details on the campus
that use animals as a motif.

many stone

Forecasts for higher education in the decade of the eighties
are plentiful and often gloomy. Usually, they focus on

downward enrollment and insufficient

finances.

The

re-

duction in the birthrate during the sixties and seventies
indicates that the number of college age people will decline

Economically no one sees an early end
to the problems wrought by inflation and the high cost

in the eighties.
of energy.

The basic question is: What impact will these trends
have on the quality of higher education? At Rice I feel that

the presidents message:

the impact will be minimal. In the early years of the last

RICE IN THE eighties

we made some

decisions about fiscal matters that,
in retrospect, have largely freed us today from a preoccupation with money. While others are searching for answers

decade

to both financial

and enrollment concerns, we

are able to

devote ourselves to the educational process. Our focus
is on the student and teacher, classroom and laboratory.
Just what is going on in those crucibles? How can we
improve the interplay of scholar and student?
In chemistry we know that certain compounds combined in certain proportions under certain conditions produce predictable results. In education we are not so certain.
We think we have identified the elements necessary for the
learning process, but the proportions and conditions are

and personal. Those moments when young minds
ignited by ideas and possibilities and absorbing ques-

elusive
are

tions are unpredictable. The process does not occur every
day in every classroom. That is why it is so memorable.
It is the challenge and excitement of the university
to create the setting for these encounters. Rice is such a
setting. In an uneasy time for higher education, I do not
see that Rice is in for major changes, or surprises, in the
eighties. Why? Because of a fine reputation built over the
years, because of the strong image we project to prospective students, and because of underlying fiscal soundness.
I am not alone in that view. "I don't see Rice as being a
substantially different place in 1990," said Robert R.
Herring, chairman of our Board of Governors, recently.
This does not mean we will ignore a changing world.
We should continue to be right in the middle of significant

any indication. Our faculty's present
work is in fields like space physics and energy where we
can play a role in the years ahead. In disciplines other than
change,

if

the past

is

the sciences, our faculty

is

also taking a leadership role

— in

This stone figure, repeated again

and again in the frieze that goes
around the sallyport on Lovett
Hall, incorporates a book to
suggest education or knowledge-

but this stonework
ornamental.

is

mainly

our liberal arts curriculum, in our developing music school,
and in our business and engineering programs.
What we will be doing in the eighties is functioning as a
place to attract intellectually competent undergraduate
and graduate students. The components that will attract
people of quality are a vital, interested faculty, a capable
staff,

and good facilities. Our

overall stability

makes

all

this possible.

We will adapt

our programs to meet changing needs,
of our

but we should not change for the sake of change. One
faculty members recently said the following about

change

at Rice.

"Rice doesn't change very much and that's part of its
charm. I think that part of Rice's great attraction is that
throughout the years the trustees have maintained the
character of this university. They have resisted the urge to
grow without bound. I hope that in the future nothing will
be very much different. I think this place has a certain
destiny that it's fulfilling very well right now. I'm not saying we can't improve things but that the basic character of
this place should not change."
As Dean Heliums of the George R. Brown School of
Engineering said, programs will change as needs change,
but fundamentally the university's goals and direction
should stay the same.
The outside forces that I mentioned earlier, those of a
dwindling student pool and financial limits, can leave their
mark. Already, we are feeling competition for the best and
brightest students
those, in general, with SAT scores of
1200 or higher. Schools like Duke, Princeton, MIT, and
Stanford enroll many of the same students we would like
to enroll. This fall, for the first time in a decade, we had to
dip into our waiting list to fill our freshman class. Even so,
we are dealing with good students and will see no overall

—

change in quality.
But signals are

clear.

We are going to have

better job of presenting ourselves to the public.

to do a

still

Our admis-

sions people find certain misconceptions cropping up
about Rice among prospective students. One is that we do

good job only in the sciences and engineering. Another
is that we are an institution with a preoccupation for attracting students from Texas alone. Both impressions are
false, but we have to work hard to get out the correct
a

information.

This stone scroii is one of four
aiong the /rant ofFondren Library
that trace the history of writing.
The background figures refer to

Roman and Egyptian culThe library, built in 1949.
has few stone ornaments.
Greek,
tures.

Financially,

we have made some long-range policies

to

buttress us against inflation. In 1973, the Board of Governors instituted fiscal guidelines that require a balanced

budget each year. Also, three-quarters of our oil and gas
income is used for current operating expenses. The Board
also set priorities in fund raising. In all our spending they
specified this criterion: Does this expenditure contribute
to quality at the university?

We are also seeing stiff competition for the philanthropic dollar. Last year, the increase in corporate support
for higher education was twice as great in the public sector
as

it

was

in the private sector. In other words, major corpo-

and foundations, which once confined

rations

and grants

more

largely to private institutions, are

to public colleges

their gifts

now giving

and universities. One

of the reasons

have larger enrollments,
graduate more people, and thus supply more employees.
The higher tuition which private schools have to
charge is a factor in student recruitment. So far we have
been able to keep our tuition relatively low compared to
many schools with which we compete for students. Tuition at Duke is 60 percent higher than ours, and tuition at
Stanford and MIT is more than double what we charge. We
want to hold tuition down, but we are probably looking at
continuing increases in tuition here.
So, without going into long statistical projections or
guesswork forecasts, this is the way things seem to be
shaping up. For Rice I don't find the eighties filled with
dark shadows or ominous shapes. We face the future with a
confidence born of having made preparations. In fact, we
have already exercised many of the options and found the
ones that work. Of course, since prophecy is an unreliable
art, we can probably expect the truly unexpected. Given
that, I choose to regard these unknowns as opportunities
for this is that public schools

for Rice University.
SJ

Lh^**

Norman Hackerman
President

The laughing face of a freshmanthere are more serious faces for the
other classes-decorates one of
the capitals in the sallyport on
Lovett Hall. The initials of
William Marsh Rice are encircled
above his head.
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DEGREES
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Most of the forecasts we could
make for the next decade at Rice
would be conjecture. What we can
do, however, is to take a look

backward into
seventies.
tures

74

75

Enrollment, SAT scores and degrees granted offer one way
of looking at the 1970s. Undergraduate enrollment is always in
a certain amount of flux but by
intent remains within a range.
Graduate enrollment, on the
other hand, has grown by several
hundred students. SAT scores
show little change during the
seventies. The number of degrees
granted fluctuates somewhat due
to several factors.

676

73

74

STUDENT DATA

2577

75

909
806

870
902

the decade of the
The trends in expendi-

and revenues

in those years

will not necessarily extend into
the future. But the figures, represented here graphically, may pro-

vide some clues as to what lies
ahead. At the very least, they form
a quick picture of the years just
gone by. (Note: We have used eight
years rather than a full decade
because national accounting
standards changed, making

comparisons

difficult.)

ENDOWMENT INCOME
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STUDENT TUITION

REVENUES
These figures for income and expenses reveal interesting trends, if
followed over the years. Endow-

ment income,

the university's
largest single source of revenue.
has risen at an average of 12.5 percent per year since 1973. Income
from tuition, the next largest
source, has gone up at a slower 5.6

percent per year. Money from gifts
and private grants, flowing in
mainly through the annual fund,
averages 5.6 percent each year.
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GOVERNMENT GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
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INSTRUCTION AND DEPARTMENTAL RESEARCH
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LIBRARY

EXPENDITURES
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column the increases have been more dramatic.
Instruction and departmental
In the expenditure

made up primarily of
faculty salaries, has gone up at
research,

75

1.5

74

1.3

73

1.3

11.7 percent

each

year.

But an even

larger increase has been for operation and maintenance of plant

up 12 percent per year, caused
mainly by rises in utility costs.
Library expenditures, which include acquisition of books, have

STUDENT AID
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risen 9 percent. General administration and institutional expenditures have increased at a much
lower rate — 6 percent per year —

reflecting a continuing reduction
in administrative
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services.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF PLANT
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and support

BALANCE SHEET
JUNE 30.
(NOTE 1)

1980.

WITH COMPARATIVE TOTALS ATIUNE30.

1979

Current

Funds

ASSETS
Cash, Receivables and Other Current Assets:
Cash and time deposits

51,990

Accounts receivable, net of allowance for doubtful accounts
1979
of $32,000 in 1980 and $41,000
Loans, net of allowance for doubtful accounts of $499,000
in 1980 and 1979
Other current assets

m

1,099,298

634,410
1,785,698

Investments (Note

2):

Marketable securities, quoted market of $341,284,000 in 1980
and $278,074,000 in 1979
Wholly owned corporations, at underlying equity (Note 3)
Mortgage and collateral loans
Oil and gas properties, less amortization of $28,984,000 in

259,070

1980 and $28,632,000 in 1979
Real estate and leasehold improvements, less amortization
of $5,316,000 in

Undeveloped

1980 and $4,958,000 in 1979

real estate

Interfund investments

and other

—

Auxiliary and educational service facilities financed

from endowment (Note 4)
Advances to student loan funds
Other

9,045,168
9,304,238

Educational Plant, at cost (Note

4):

Land
Buildings and improvements

Equipment, furniture and library books
Construction in progress

Less

— Allowance for amortization on auxiliary and

educational service facilities

Total assets

LIABILITIES

$11,089,936

AND

FUND BALANCES

Liabilities:

Accounts payable
Deferred income and deposits

$

838,099

Deposits of collateral for securities loaned (Note
Retirement funds (Note 6)

Other accrued

1,531,591

5)

liabilities

Total liabilities

Commitments and Contingencies (Note

2,369,690
9)

Fund Balances (Note 8):
U.S. Government and private grants refundable
University funds

—

298,140

Restricted

4,116,761

Unrestricted

4,305,345

Income restricted endowment
Income unrestricted endowment
Restricted funds functioning as endowment
Unrestricted funds functioning as endowment

Net investment

in plant

Total fund balances
Total liabilities and fund balances

8,720,246

$11,089,936

See notes to financial statements.
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June 30. 1980

Endowment and
Similar Funds

June 30. 1979
Plant Funds

Loan Funds

$

Total

51,990

$

1,901,351

1,563,281

5,092,766

4,398,703

773,810

568,869

5,092,766

8,919,215

7,214,950

17,491

236,261,715

216,774,147

5,092,766

-_
-

235,985,154

979,726
1,743,151

-

17,927

10,319,489

-

-

5,488,205

4,076,013

-

250,708,612

(9,638,767)

(1,807,346)

11,830,700
1,116,110

468,176
15,983,471

-

13

248,566,737

229,953,961

340,525
62,472,640

28,700,674

28,700,674

27,548,721

3,243,229

3,243,229

1,131,329

96,346,410

96,346,410

91,493,215

5,364,579

4,699,052

$81,343,064

$

-

280,722
400,000

69,829,903

5,502,370

4,425,543

340,525

-

11,473,396

5,488,205

4,076,013

64,061,982

-

96,611,282

204,420

340,525

-

58,851,311

17,927

64,061,982

-

90,981,831

-

2,054,619

569,847

5,364,579

2,568,485

992,862

1,743,151

(2,394,684)

680,722

(10,295,737)

$

979,726

(10,319,489)

2,394,684

$252,749,363

684,097

$

3,000,649

139,400
2,040,751

Total

80,662,342

$3,285,420

$

3,162

-

90,981,831

86,794,163

$348,467,783

$323,963,074

$

4,103,238

$

4,023,897

838,099

959,842

11,830,700

6,147,500

1,116,110

1,150,528

468,176

607,655

3,162

18,356,323

12,889,422

2,783,975

3,082,115

3,143,647

4,895,766

4,292,540

498,283

-

4,705,345

6,497,172

58,851,311

70,988,170

96,611,282

88,383,310

11,473,396

69,829,903

61,076,731

80,662,342

76,692,082

236,765,892

81,343,064

3,282,258

330,111,460

311,073,652

$252,749,363

$81,343,064

$3,285,420

$348,467,783

$323,963,074

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,
(NOTE lj

1980

Current Funds

Unrestricted

Restricted

Revenues and Other Additions:
$38,813,688

Unrestricted current fund revenues

Grants and contracts — restricted

9,416,887

— restricted
income — restricted

Gifts and bequests

2,443,226

Investment
Other restricted current fund revenues
Oil and gas royalties
Realized gains on investments

3,770,107
1,594,810

on loans receivable
Expended for plant facilities (including $2,070,703
Interest

charged to current funds expenditures)

Repayment of advances from endowment funds
Income from wholly owned corporations (Note 3)
Distributions of income from assets held by Rice Trust

Inc.

Total revenues and other additions

38,813,688

17,225,030

25,775,530

14,167,581

Expenditures and Other Deductions:
Educational and general expenditures
Auxiliary enterprise expenditures

8,027,021

Indirect costs recovered

379,111
1,772,552

Refunded to grantors
Expended for plant facilities
Repayment of advances from endowment funds
Interest on endowment funds advances
Amortization of auxiliary and educational service
Retirement of plant assets (Note 4)
Loan cancellations and collection costs

45,076

facilities

Total expenditures and other deductions

33,802,551

16,364,320

among Funds — Additions (Deductions):
Mandatory —

Transfers

Undesignated

gifts

(139,272)

Provision for plant improvements (Note

7)

Funding of current unrestricted expenditures
for equipment
Funding of auxiliary enterprise principal and
interest payments

(1,676,769)

-

928,728

—

(697,248)

—

Reclassification of fund balances at beginning
of year (Note 8)
Other voluntary transfers, net

Total transfers

Net Increase (Decrease)

(3,426,576)

(304,774

(5,011,137)

(304,774

for the Year

Fund Balance

at

Beginning

Fund Balance

at

End

of Year

of Year

555,936
4,305,345

3,858,965

$ 4,305,345

$ 4,414,901

See notes to financial statements.
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Endowment and
Similar Funds

Plant Funds

Functioning

Endowment

5,501,843

—
1,221,642

1,466,269

as

Investment

Endowment

Unexpended

—

718,520

949,699

128,077

—

—

in Plant

210,561

Loan
Funds

24,770
15,376

—

1,735,255

174,092

5,409,305

623,927
1,910,764

95,083
10,100,518

2,684,954

941,680

2,080,637

1,257,965

6,243,793

214,238

623,927

600,844

139,409

660,909
1,621,463
3 4,068

2,080,637

2,482,736

2,282,372

173,477

139,272
1,676,769

1928,728]

697,248
(14,174,513)

25,836
(14,009,405)

16,133,069

—

—

2,741,141

955,934

8,839

(400)

19,622,251

1,653,182

8,839

(1,958,956)
(1,918,195)

(1,958,556)

20,226,568

112,126

3,970,260

159,371,480

61,076,731

568,596

76,692,082

5,200,453

$155,462,593

$81,303,299

680,722

$80,662,342

$3,282,258

(3,908,887)
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STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES,
EXPENDITURES AND OTHER CHANGES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 1980.
WITH COMPARATIVE TOTALS FOR 1979
l\< >TE

11

Year
Year

Ended June

30. 1980

Unrestricted

Rcstru ted

516,996,123
8,460,436

Ended

lime 30, 1979
Total

Total

S 3,769,429

$20,765,552

$17,712,476

1,003,000

9,463,436

8,708,562

1,466,939

5,922,095

7,389,034

6,408,473

1,942,775

2,485,233

4,428,008

5,224,680

1,578,639

811,205

2,389,844

1,882,743

222,918

176,619

399,537

137,121

30,667,830

14,167,581

44,835,411

40,074,055

8,145,858

379,111

8,524,969

7,561,172

nN.ni 5,688

14,546,692

53,360,380

47,635,227

11,586,922

4,889,985

16,476,907

14,457,280

6,616,735

6,616,735

5,636,217

1,283,537

1,283,537

1,061,227

Revenues:
Educational and general

—

Endowment income (Note
Student tuition and

Government

2]

fees

grants and contracts

Gifts and private grants
Sales and services of educational

and service departments
Other sources
Total educational and general

Auxiliary enterprises
Total revenues

Expenditures and Mandatory Transfers:
Educational and general
ln-.mii

i

[i

hi

and

ill

—

pai

i

mental research

—
—

Sponsored research
Other sponsored programs
Library

2,091,460

270,589

2,362,049

2,084,523

4,164,554

Student aid

3,688,020

688,340

4,376,360

Student services

1,162,852

50,371

1,213,223

1,021,484

Operation and maintenance of plant

3,173,742

189,839

3,363,581

3,330,466

General administration
General institutional

2,607,754

157,688

2,765,442

3,012,607

1,464,780

20,497

1,485,277

1,376,748

25,775,530

14,167,581

39,943,111

36,145,106

Educational and general

expenditures

Mandatory transfers for—
Loan fund matching grant
Undesignated

gifts

Provision for plant improvements (Note

—

—

—

139,272

—
—

139,272
1,676,769

1,420,937

27,591,571

14,167,581

41,759,152

38,151,879

8,027,021

379,111

8,406,132

7,572,239

35,618,592

14,546,692

50,165,284

45,724,118

3,195,096

1,911,109

1,676,769

7)

Total educational and general

Auxiliary enterprises

40,000

545,836

Total expenditures and

mandatory

transfers

Revenues over Expenditures and Mandatory Transfers

—

3,195,096

Other Transfers and Additions (Deductions):

Amount

of restricted receipts

over (under)

transfers to revenues

905,786

—

Refunded to grantors
Funding of unrestricted current expenditures
for equipment
Funding of auxiliary enterprise principal
and interest payments
(

)ther voluntary transfers, net

905,786

928,728

—

(697,248)

—

(228,778)
(67,686)

(45,076)

(45,076)

928,728

1,205,023

(697,248)

(835,649)

(3,426,576)

(304,774)

(3,731,350)

(1,752,288)

(3,195,096)

S55 936

(2,639,160)

(1,679,378)

Net other transfers and
additions (deductions)

Net increase

in fund balances

S

$

555,936

$

555,936

$

231,731

See notes to financial statements.
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The

restricted current fund

expended

IUNE30. 1980

is

used to account

for current operations but restricted

other outside agencies for specific purposes.

Summary

(1)

of significant

Basis of accounting

The
(the

accounting policies —

Marsh Rice University
"University") have been prepared on the accrual basis of
financial statements of William

accounting except for depreciation and amortization accounting as explained in

Note

4.

The statement

of current
is

a

funds

statement of

financial activities of current funds related to the current re-

porting period.

It

does not purport to present the results of

operations or the net income or loss for the period as would a

statement of income or a statement of revenues and expenses.
Current funds used to finance equipment are accounted for as
expenditures of the current funds. Equipment expenditures of
the unrestricted current fund are funded by a transfer

from

endowment (Note 7|.
information shown for 1979 in the accom-

unrestricted funds functioning as

The

financial

panying financial statements is included to provide a basis for
comparison with 1980 and presents summarized totals only.
Certain of the 1979 financial information has been reclassified to

funds

account for certain resources which have been designated for
specific purposes by the University administration. The

—

revenues, expenditures and other changes

It

for

by donors or
is also used to

restricted current fund balance includes approximately

$510,000

at

June 30, 1980, and $727,000

of administratively

June 30, 1979,

$2,045,000 of administratively designated funds are
presented as restricted revenues and expenditures for
1980 in the statement of current funds revenues, expendiand other changes.

tures

Endowment and similar funds —
Endowment funds are generally

sub)ect to the restrictions

instruments requiring in perpetuity that the principal
be invested and only the income be expended. While funds
of gift

endowment have been established by the board
governors for the same purposes as endowment funds,
these funds may be expended.
functioning as
of

Income

restricted

endowment funds

represent gifts and be-

quests received by the University for which the donors have
stipulated that the principal

conform with current year presentation.

at

designated funds. Approximately

is

to be maintained inviolate and

income resulting from investment of the funds may be
expended for specified purposes. Any excess of this investment income over current expenditures becomes part of
restricted funds functioning as endowment. Restricted funds
that

Fund accounting —
To ensure observance

of limitations and restrictions placed
on the use of available resources, the accounts of the University are maintained in accordance with the principles of "fund

functioning as

endowment

also include spendable restricted

which have been designated by the board to function as
endowment funds. The principal of these funds may be ex-

procedure by which resources are classified for accounting and reporting purposes

gifts

into funds that are in accordance with activities or obiectives

pended, but only in accordance with the original specifi-

accounting." Fund accounting

specified.

is a

Although separate accounts

are

maintained

for

cations of the donor.

each fund, funds that have similar characteristics have been
combined into fund groups, and all financial transactions

Other endowment funds consist of income unrestricted
endowment funds, including the founder's endowment,

have been reported by those fund groups in the accompanying

and unrestricted funds functioning as endowment. Income
earned by investment of these funds may be expended for

financial statements.

Withm

each fund group, fund balances restricted by outside

by action

of the

University's board of governors. Externally restricted funds

may

be utilized only in accordance with the purposes estab-

by the source of such funds.
Gains and losses arising from the sale, collection or other
disposition of investments and other noncash assets are accounted for in the fund which owned such assets. Ordinary
income derived from investments, receivables and other assets is accounted for in the fund owning such assets, except
for income derived from investments owned by endowment
and similar funds, which income is accounted for in the fund
to which it is restricted or, if unrestricted, in the unrestricted
lished

current fund. Restricted current fund receipts are reported as
revenues and expenditures when expended.

Current funds

—

The unrestricted current fund

Loan funds —
Loan funds include (1) gifts and grants which are limited by
donors to the purpose of making loans to students or faculty,
(2) the National Direct Student Loan Program financed
primarily by the federal government and administered by
the University and (3) advances to the loan funds from unrestricted funds functioning as endowment. Interest received
on student loan receivables financed by these endowment
funds accrues to the
Plant funds

is

used to account

Income unrestricted funds represent

and bequests, including those without any designated
obligatory use which, according to a legal interpretation of
the University's charter, are required to be added to endowment, together with allocated realized capital gains and losses
that are maintained inviolate.

gifts

sources are so indicated and are distinguished from unrestricted funds allocated to specific purposes

unrestricted operations.

for those

endowment

funds.

—

Plant funds consist of the total invested in the educational

unexpended

income and

transactions related to the University's operating budget as

plant together with

approved by the board of governors. It is the policy of the
board of governors to transfer any net increase in the fund
balance for the year to unrestricted funds functioning as

administratively designated funds which are held for acquisi-

endowment.
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tion,

gifts, grants,

replacement or construction

of physical properties.

Gifts

—

Portions of investment income from

the policy of the University to include gifts as revenues

It is

and improved

real estate

or additions to the appropriate fund balances only when received. Accordingly, pledges and assets held in trust are

the

they are received by the University.
Pledges outstanding, which are not recorded in the accompanying financial statements, are as follows:

dowment funds as amortization of real
is the amount calculated to recover the

recorded as

gifts as

for the

purpose

ments over

Note

in

7979

$

205,000

Restricted

1

endowment funds

2

SI is

1

improvements

investment

is

as described

1.

oil

and gas properties

8 7,000

net receipts from properties acquired prior to July

"(,2

ill

Hi

in-

recognized

owned by

$2,014,000

$3,054,000

Total pledges

The

cost of the improve-

65,000

252 000

246,000

Total current funds

estate

their estimated lives. Real estate

Of the investment income from
41,000

$

of asset recovery.

come not retained in the endowment funds
as endowment income in the current funds

2980
Current funds —
Unrestricted

and gas properties

portion of real estate investment income retained in the en-

Iune30

Plant and

endowment funds

oil

held for investment are retained in

the unrestricted

endowment

funds,

27Vi%

of the

and
on the unamortized cost of properties acquired subsequent to July 1,
1972, are retained in the endowment funds. Corresponding
receipts in excess of an

8%

annual rate

1,

1972,

of return

holds and administers assets, primarily marketable

amounts are recorded as amortization of the separate property
groups (properties acquired prior to July 1, 1972, and properties acquired after that date) until the property groups have

and mortgage loans (market value of $8,972,000 at
June 30, 1980) and real estate (market value of $3,677,000 at

been fully amortized, at which time 27 /2% of the net receipts
from the properties continues to be retained in the endow-

Rice Trust
sity,

corporation wholly

Inc., a

owned by

the Univer-

securities

April 1973, date of

The

most recent

appraisal) for various trusts.

assets of Rice Trust Inc. are sub)ect to the

interests of certain beneficiaries, several of

The amount and timing
University of

its

of the

life

whom

1

ment

income
are minors.

funds.

Net

receipts not retained in the

endowment

funds ($3,658,000 in 1980 and $2,655,000 in 1979) are recognized as endowment income in the current funds.

ultimate distribution to the

remainder interest

is

therefore not deter(3)

minable, and the assets are not recorded in the accompanying
financial statements.

Investments in wholly owned corporations —

The

financial statements include all assets, liabilities and

fund balances

University except those of certain sepa-

of the

which the UniverThese corporations are included
the endowment funds at underlying equity. In the accom-

rately incorporated but related entities for
(2)

Investments-

sity is fiscally responsible.

Investments are recorded
fair

market value

at

at

cost at date of acquisition or

date of donation in the case of

except for investments in wholly

in

gifts,

panying statement

owned corporations (Note

and certain donated interests in undeveloped real estate
which are recorded at a nominal value plus costs incurred

3)

changes in fund balances, distributions

of

from these corporations to the current funds of $83,000
1980 are included in educational and general revenues.

in

for

taxes and maintenance (approximately $500,000 in 1980 and

(4)

Educational plant

—

$387,000 in 1979) subsequent to the date of acquisition. Premiums or discounts applicable to nonconvertible bonds are

The educational plant is stated at cost for purchased assets
and fair market value at the date of donation in the case of

amortized over the

gifts.

Most income
functioning as
functioning as

lives of the

bonds.

endowment funds, restricted funds
endowment and some unrestricted funds
endowment participate in a common investrestricted

Auxiliary and educational service facilities financed
with advances from endowment funds are amortized over
their estimated useful lives. Principal

and interest payments

($1,225,000 in 1980 and $1,266,000 in 1979) on the endow-

ment pool which is operated on a market value basis. Those
income restricted funds which by the terms of the gift do not
permit participation in such a pool are maintained on a separate investment basis. Other endowment funds are commin-

ment fund advances

gled for investment purposes in the general investment pool

$841,000 in 1980 and $1,966,000 in 1979. Although no other
educational plant assets are amortized, it is the University's

for unrestricted funds.

The University recognized approximately $16,148,000 and
$14,321,000 in investment income from marketable securities in 1980 and 1979, respectively. Realized gains from the
sale of

marketable securities, calculated using the average
were approximately $702,000 in 1980 and

cost method,

$1,778,000 in 1979. Realized gains in the unrestricted endowment and similar funds on sales of investments other

than marketable securities were $2,469,000 in 1980.

are funded

by transfers from the un-

restricted current fund. Interest is charged at rates ranging

9.25% and

to

is

included

up

m endowment income. Educational

plant additions financed by

endowment fund advances were

policy to retire capitalized equipment at the rate of

6%%

per year.

(5)

Deposits of collateral for securities loaned —

The University

receives collateral deposits for certain

securities temporarily loaned to brokers.

the securities on loan

amounted

As

of

June 30, 1980,

to $3,605,000 at cost

($11,466,000 at market) and the collateral deposits of

$11,831,000 were invested in commercial paper.

(6)

Retirement plans —

Substantially

all

AUDITORS' REPORT

employees are

eligible to participate in a

defined contribution retirement plan which

is

administered

by an outside agency. The University's contributions to the
plan of $1,081,000 in 1980 and $964,000 in 1979 were recorded
as expenditures of the unrestricted current fund.

The con-

tributions of the University and the plan participants,

which

To the Board of Governors,
William Marsh Rice University:

We

have examined the balance sheet of William Marsh Rice
(a nonprofit Texas corporation) as of June 30, 1980,

University

are fully vested, are applied to individual annuities issued to

and the related statements

each participant.

current funds revenues, expenditures and other changes for

The University has another retirement plan administered
by the same outside agency covering participants who began
receiving retirement benefits prior to July 1, 1976, and certain

the year then ended.

other employees.

The

University's contributions to this plan

and $279,000 in 1979, which includes
amortization over a 10-year period of prior service costs and
certain guaranteed minimum benefits. At [une 30, 1980, the

were $229,000

actuarially

in 1980

computed value

sum

exceeded the

of vested benefits of $1,791,000

of the plan's assets of $197,000

and the

recorded liability of $1,116,000 by $478,000.
Provisions for plant improvements and contingencies —
As a provision for plant improvements, a transfer equal to
10% of unrestricted endowment income (exclusive of certain
endowment funds for which donor restrictions preclude such
a provision) has been made from unrestricted current funds
to unrestricted funds functioning as endowment. The portion
of the unrestricted funds functioning as endowment fund
is

$2,048,039

at

June 30, 1980.

The fund balance of unrestricted funds functioning as
endowment also includes a $2,000,000 provision for contingencies.

If

funds are expended from this provision,

replenished by transfers not exceeding

endowment income to maintain

5%

it is

of unrestricted

the provision at $2,000,000.

Reclassification of beginning of year fund balances

(8)

—

endowment
endowment

In prior years, restricted funds functioning as

and certain unrestricted funds functioning as
were included in income restricted endowment. Effective
July 1, 1979, these funds ($14,174,513) were reclassified from

income

restricted

endowment

to restricted or unrestricted

funds functioning as endowment.
Unrestricted funds functioning as

funds to the loan funds to

make

endowment advances

student loans. In prior years,

$1,958,556 of such advances were recorded as additions to
the loan funds' fund balance. Effective July

1,

1979, these ad-

vances were reclassified as interfund payables from the loan
funds to unrestricted funds functioning as endowment.

(9)

Commitments and

contingencies

—

There are several suits and claims pending against the Uniwhich cannot be estimated at this time;

versity, the effect of

however, officials of the University and legal counsel believe
that the ultimate liability,

if

any, will

not be material to the

University's financial position.

The University was committed under

contracts at June 30,

improvements of approximately $3,782,000
to be financed primarily from funds functioning as endowment and gifts. Commitments of $495,000 in the unrestricted
current fund and $1,048,000 in the restricted current fund
were outstanding at June 30, 1980.
1980, for capital
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changes in fund balances and

Our examination was made

in accor-

dance with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and
such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary
in the circumstances.

accompanying financial statements
Marsh Rice
University as of June 30, 1980, and the changes in fund balances and the current funds revenues, expenditures and other
In our opinion, the

present fairly the financial position of William

changes for the year then ended, in conformity with generally-

(7)

balance that applies to this provision

of

accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent

with that of the preceding

year.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN &
Houston, Texas
September 23, 1980
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School
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